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Executive Summary 

This paper explored the fourth of four recommendations directed to the Aircraft Rescue 

Fire Fighting Working Group (ARFFWG) as part of the National Transportation Safety Board’s 

(NTSB) letter, dated July 16, 2014. The letter contained specific recommendations from the 

accident involving a Boeing 777-200ER, Korean registration HL7742, operating as Asiana 

Airlines flight 214, that occurred on July 6, 2013, at San Francisco International Airport, San 

Francisco, California.  The recommendation from the NTSB was intended for the ARFFWG to 

“develop and distribute, in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration, guidance and 

training materials to ensure that all airport and mutual aid firefighting officers placed in 

command at the scene of an aircraft accident have at least a minimum level of aircraft rescue and 

firefighting training” (National Transportation Safety Board [NTSB], 2014, p. 2). 

The ARFFWG created a task group committee that addressed the NTSB’s 

recommendation by examining current literature on training in the fire service, for Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF), in particular, conducted a survey questionnaire as an applied 

research component, performed analysis, and formulated recommendations based on the research 

findings. Committee members represented civilian airport firefighters and chiefs, educators, 

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Technical Committee members, and others whose 

professional experience was deemed helpful. Both the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

and the ARFFWG contribute, with a member from each organization serving as committee co-

chairs.   

Upon review, the bulk of the literature presently in existence for training, professional 

development, and incident command is derived from the NFPA, the International Fire Service 
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Training Association, and FAA Advisory Circulars.  Several relevant textbooks were also 

examined, and some comparative research was conducted between military professional 

structures and ARFF civilian career development processes.  The literature review confirmed 

that while a few direct and indirect mechanisms provide enhanced training and education 

opportunities for command officers at the scene of an aircraft accident, neither formal regulatory 

requirements nor specific guidance for minimum training in command situations exist within the 

ARFF industry.  Moreover, specific guidance must be developed to address minimum training 

requirements for mutual aid partners who may be placed in command at ARFF incidents.  The 

literature review also reinforced continued support for (and wider acceptance in the fire service 

of) an ARFF professional career development program.  

The National Incident Management System was developed to address large scale 

incidents, such as an aircraft crash. The system is scalable and able to be used on any incident, 

but is especially beneficial when multiple agencies are working together to mitigate an 

emergency. There is an established minimum training requirement for the various positions in 

order for assigned personnel to have a solid understanding of their responsibilities entering the 

incident. These individuals may lack specific ARFF experience and expertise, which can be 

addressed through additional ARFF training for their specific role in the incident or assigning an 

ARFF subject matter expert to that NIMS component.  

Since more research was needed regarding existing minimum training levels (at airports 

and for mutual aid partners) and career progression plans, this task group authored and launched 

a nine-question survey to the ARFFWG membership.  The results indicated that approximately 

half of respondents did not require command level personnel at ARFF incidents to complete 

NFPA 1003 or FAA required twelve-category mandatory training. This data suggested that more 
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than half of the ARFF professionals with the potential to have command level responsibilities at 

aircraft accidents in the U.S. and abroad do not possess at least the minimum ARFF training 

requirements. These minimum standards require approximately 40 hours of training that may be 

difficult for command level personnel to obtain if they are not currently assigned at an airport; 

however, it is necessary for anyone that may assume a command or supervisory role at an airport 

to have some level of ARFF training, as well as recurring training to maintain proficiency.  

The survey also informed about career progression generally, and ARFF career 

development, specifically.  Nearly two-thirds of the respondents indicated they had career 

progression plans in place for their departments. The survey shows that 80%of the respondents 

indicated they were acquainted with the ARFF WG Professional Designation Program, Airport 

Master Firefighter (AMF) and Airport Fire Officer (AFO), with half of those actively promoting 

the program within their departments. The ARFFWG Professional Designation Program was 

widely acknowledged, although the survey was sent to ARFFWG membership; thus the data may 

be considered biased.   

These data suggest that career development, although not widely well-defined in the fire 

service or having a clear development path for ARFF professionals, may be starting to take hold.  

The data suggest that, overall, career progression in fire departments is becoming normative, 

although this appears to be less consistent for the ARFF professional.  

The standard minimum ARFF training requirements are aimed towards newer firefighters 

in the ARFF arena and would not likely be effective for supervisory level personnel, even if they 

did not have any ARFF experience. A version of this training designed for supervisors would be 

an effective way to enhance the capabilities of outside command level staff. The training should 

be managed by the airport staff, so the specific operations of the local airport can be considered. 
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Holding community wide NIMS training and exercises at the airport where supervisory 

and command level personnel can learn how ARFF issues fit into the NIMS structure and then 

test those lessons during table-top and full-scale exercises are necessary and vital to the growth 

and development of command officers. Bringing in subject matter experts in ARFF to assist 

decision makers at the various levels will provide added benefit during the training, as well as 

enhance the safety and effectiveness during emergency incidents.    

Summary of Recommendations: 

• Recommendation #1: Establish an ARFF Awareness course for off-airport (mutual-

aid) personnel; 

• Recommendation #2: Establish NFPA 1003 as the initial, minimum baseline training 

standard for all airport based personnel; 

• Recommendation #3: Establish an Advanced ARFF Training Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #4: Establish an ARFF Officer Training Course Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #5: Establish an Executive ARFF Officer Training Course 

Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #6: Encourage ARFF personnel at the nation’s airports to 

complete the ARFF Professional Designation Program; 

• Recommendation #7: Inclusion of Command & Control Training in the FAA AC 

150/5210-17C Programs for Training of Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Personnel; 

• Recommendation #8: Creation of a standalone National Fire Academy (NFA) 

Command & Control Class for Transportation Incidents; 

• Recommendation #9: Professional Development Model and Manual; 
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Background and Problem Definition 

 Incident commanders and unit officers placed in charge at any emergency incident must 

possess a minimum degree of tactical and strategic knowledge respective to the incident they are 

attempting to manage.  An aircraft or airport-related incident is no different, and the research 

conducted as part of the ARFFWG effort illustrates the need for this specialized knowledge.  

Airports in general and ARFF departments, in particular, operate under the direction and 

mandate of FAA requirements.  As an industry, ARFF professionals must continually strive to 

achieve more than minimum regulatory requirements, toward the development of best practices 

that improve the future of our profession. 

 On July 6, 2013, about 1128 Pacific daylight time, a Boeing 777-200ER, Korean 

registration HL7742, operating as Asiana Airlines flight 214, was on approach to runway 28L 

when it struck a seawall at San Francisco International Airport (SFO), San Francisco, California. 

Three of the 291 passengers were fatally injured; 40 passengers, 8 of the 12 flight attendants, and 

1 of the 4 flight crewmembers received serious injuries (National Transportation Safety Board, 

2015). The other 248 passengers, 4 flight attendants, and 3 flight crewmembers received minor 

injuries or were not injured. Impact forces and a post-crash fire destroyed the airplane (National 

Transportation Safety Board, 2015). Flight 214 was a regularly scheduled international passenger 

flight from Incheon International Airport, Seoul, Korea, operating under the provisions of 14 

Code of Federal Regulations Part 129.  

 The NTSB’s recommendations being addressed in this paper comes from the research 

finding that the individual placed in the role of incident command lacked ARFF training. While 

the report stated, “no additional injuries or loss of life could be attributed to” it brings attention 
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the strategic and tactical trials for all personnel involved when the commander has no ARFF 

comprehension (NTSB, 2014). 

 As part of this study, the committee has evaluated the background of career progression 

in the fire service, in ARFF, the relationship between airport ARFF and surrounding 

jurisdictional mutual aid partners, and the standards presently in existence for command level 

training at ARFF-related incidents in the US and abroad.  This relatively broad approach was 

undertaken because no guidance currently exists, nationally and only sporadically 

internationally, for specific command level training requirements at ARFF-related incidents or 

for training requirements between airports and jurisdictional mutual aid partners.  Additionally, a 

definitive career development metric for ARFF professionals has not been developed and is not 

widely accepted in the fire service.  Absent specific training requirements, the ARFFWG 

performed a comprehensive literature review, applied research comprised of a widely-distributed 

survey questionnaire, completed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the survey data, and has 

assembled several recommendations for NTSB consideration. 

 The National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the Incident Command System 

(ICS) affords emergency responders a scalable operational framework, and is appropriate for 

airport-related incidents. Thus, it is a centerpiece of this project, providing a common operational 

structure during an incident of any size or scale at airport or off-airport incidents.  When 

combined with the knowledge, skills and abilities of ARFF professionals, NIMS/ICS will 

provide the critical operational and command infrastructure to successfully and safely manage 

aircraft incidents to successful completion.  With this in mind, NIMS and ICS do not provide the 

user with the actual task level knowledge and unit and command officers who fill the various 
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roles at an aviation accident or incident must possess these skill sets for the incident outcome to 

be successful.  

Literature Review 

The most valuable resource that any organization possesses is its people.  The bottom line 

of any organization cannot be achieved without the success of these professionals, and leadership 

teams must harness this concept from the outset.  How an organization sets its employees up for 

success is vital and requires a strong structure that aligns with the mission of the organization. 

Prior to any discussion or review of materials based on ARFF career development, a discussion 

on training and education with the differing ideologies and definitions that the two can have is 

important.  The third edition of Approaches to Training and Development by Dugan Laird, 

Sharon S. Naquin, and Elwood F. Holton III is a resource that provides best practices to the 

development of managers and employees who provide human resource development training. In 

the early portion of the book, the writers spend time discussing the roles of organizations, how 

they perform and what is needed to prepare employees to perform as prescribed to accomplish 

the organizational tasks (Laird, Naquin, & Holton III, 2003, pp. 5-7).  An important element of 

this research project is the distinction between training and education and a movement toward a 

larger education framework.  Often times, the two are used interchangeably with the definitions 

appearing to be the same or similar.  In the context of Lair, Naquin and Holton III, the two 

definitions are not the same and do provide separation (Laird, Naquin, & Holton III, 2003, pp. 

13-14).  Based upon a standard or expectation, training is the medium that is used to get an 

employee to the desired level (Laird, Naquin, & Holton III, 2003, p. 13).  This definition can be 

applied to either a new or previously learned skill set in whatever application it is needed in.  

Conversely, education is an enhanced offering of knowledge, qualifications, and abilities that 

hope to provide a larger competence and potentially assist an employee for future opportunities 
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(Laird, Naquin, & Holton III, 2003, pp. 13-14).  The ARFF industry in the US has implemented 

training in both its initial and recurrent settings but has not embraced the role of education and 

development to further the skill sets of aviation firefighters and officers.   

Another aspect that is worthy of discussion is the categorization of the ARFF industry as 

a career or profession.  As with training and education, differences in the definitions between 

career and profession are quite clear.  According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, a career is 

defined as “a field for or pursuit of consecutive achievement, especially in public, professional or 

business life (Merriam-Webster, Incorporated, 2017).”  In comparison, a profession is defined by 

Merriam- Webster as “a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive 

preparation ( Merriam-Webster, Incorporated, 2017).” The United States Fire Service has long 

been thought of as a career (probably more like a job), likely because of its blue-collar 

perception and mentality in both internal and external settings.  In order to attain the status of a 

profession and elevate its image, the United States Fire Administration and the National Fire 

Academy’s Higher Education Initiative are striving to transition the US Fire Service from a 

career to a profession and transform the industry to other like industries.  Tying this to ARFF, a 

specialized knowledge base is required for the successful outcome of incidents along with a 

strong public image and perception that is needed for fire and emergency services, especially at 

our nation’s airports.   

The existing guidance and training materials utilized in ARFF training vary from FAA 

regulations and Advisory Circulars, to National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA) standards, 

to textbooks with specific section devoted to this niche within the fire and emergency services 

industry.  All of these were reviewed in order to establish the resources available to meet the 

NTSB’s recommendation of fostering a knowledge base for all firefighting officers that may 

report to an aircraft incident – whether they are airport or mutual aid in nature.   
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The document providing the structure for the operation and subsequent training of ARFF 

departments in the US is 14 CFR Part 139, sections 315 through 321. Specifically, section 319 

mandates the operational and training requirements for ARFF personnel including the 

establishment of the required topics for training in twelve specific categories as well as the 

completion of a live fire drill once in a 12 consecutive month span.  It is this structure that gives 

many ARFF departments a minimum baseline for the establishment of their annual training 

programs.  Under the framework of 14 CFR Part 139 is a more comprehensive document 

respective to the minimum training standards, which is FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5210-

17C: Programs for Training of Airport Rescue and Firefighting Personnel.  FAA AC 150/5210-

17C addresses more in-depth the specific benchmarks that are required to be covered by each 

category of mandated topics.  This document also addresses the methods in which ARFF 

personnel are initially trained as well as encourages personnel and departments to complete 

national professional certification testing under Airport Firefighter Professional Qualification of 

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1003 through the Pro Board of Fire Service 

Professional Qualifications (Pro Board) and the International Fire Service Accreditation Council 

(IFSAC). 

FAA AC 150/5200-31 addresses airport emergency plans.  It is in this document that 

specific elements of how an airport prepares for, manages and mitigates aircraft and airport 

incidents and events. An airport’s emergency plan is the “playbook” for personnel in how they 

will successfully manage the event and restore facility operations with reopening of passenger 

and aircraft activity to that airport. The document also mandates annual exercising of this plan, 

including a full-scale exercise at least every 36 consecutive calendar months, incorporating 

airport assets with external stakeholders involved in the emergency management process. 
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Lastly, FAA AC 150/5200-12C: First Responders Responsibility for Protecting Evidence 

at the Scene of an Aircraft Accident/Incident is an important document for responders, regardless 

of jurisdiction. It places reasonable control measures and techniques for the preservation of 

evidence used to determine the cause and associated factors of the event. This document 

provides the best practice of scene management and security to eliminate/reduce the destruction 

of evidence, and describes procedures for what responders should do if wreckage is moved in a 

life safety situation to prevent further destruction of evidence.  

The NFPA has several documents that address initial and recurrent training as well as 

operational requirements for ARFF personnel.  NFPA documents are often referred as national 

consensus documents and the following are used to help augment the training and operational 

programs for many ARFF departments worldwide.  NFPA 1003 (2015 edition) is the standard 

for Airport Firefighter Professional Qualifications and establishes the Job Performance 

Requirements (JPR’s) for ARFF personnel. Many ARFF departments use this standard as the 

baseline and initial training program for their personnel.  Upon completion, personnel are often 

tested based upon the established JPR’s in NFPA 1003 and a majority of states in the US offer 

national testing under Pro Board or IFSAC certifying entities through their local or state fire 

training organizations.  The NFPA 405 (2015 edition) standard addresses Recurring Proficiency 

of Airport Firefighters.  This document addresses job performance requirements for established 

airport firefighters.  NFPA 405 closely resembles the FAA AC 150/5210-17C recurrent training 

tasks such as duties under the airport emergency plan, annual live fire training, and 

airport/aircraft familiarization training.  Chapter 14 addresses specific items such as size-up 

procedures, fire attack response considerations, and tactical considerations as they apply to 

aircraft-related emergencies.  Additionally, Chapter 16 addresses fire department-related 
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responses to aircraft emergencies and the establishment of the Incident Command System (ICS) 

for use as an incident management tool.   

From an operational perspective, NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 

Operations (2013 edition) and NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 

Services at Airports (2014 edition) addresses operational considerations for airport based and 

mutual-aid fire and rescue responders.  In NFPA 402, the standard addresses basic airport 

firefighter knowledge, mutual aid considerations and emergency responses.  NFPA 402 provides 

an overall, comprehensive guide to ARFF operations and offers a structure on best practices.  

NFPA 402 also addresses structural fire and rescue departments and their response to airports 

and airport-related incidents.  Of the elements of NFPA 403, one of the most crucial elements, as 

it relates to this document, is the required staffing levels to respond to an appropriately sized 

aircraft incident.  NFPA 403 also addresses the importance of preparedness for personnel with 

assurances of the various roles and responsibilities of each person under the preparedness plan.  

Along the preparedness comparison from NFPA 402 and 403, NFPA 424 is the Guide for 

Airport and Community Emergency Planning (2013 edition).  Specifically, NFPA 424 addresses 

the elements of emergency planning as well as the agencies that may be involved in such an 

incident and their related functions for both on-airport and off-airport assets. Chapter 12 of this 

document addresses regular exercises of an airport’s emergency plan with both airport personnel 

and mutual-aid first responders.   

NFPA 1021: Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications (2014 edition) and 

NFPA 1026: Standard for Incident Management Personnel Professional Qualifications (2014 

edition) address job performance requirements for unit and command officer related personnel.  

In NFPA 1021, it defines four levels of progressive responsibility for fire officers and includes 

Supervising Fire Officer (Fire Officer I), Managing Fire Officer (Fire Officer II), Administrative 
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Fire Officer (Fire Officer III) and Executive Fire Officer (Fire Officer IV).  Within each of these 

levels brings added layers of command and control/incident management responsibility and 

enhanced skills in emergency planning.  NFPA 1026 addresses job performance requirements for 

personnel that participate in the various incident management functions under the National 

Incident Management System (NIMS).  The JPR’s of NFPA 1026 fall directly in line with the 

NIMS framework and task allocation. 

NFPA standards provide for reasonable best practice benchmarks for personnel and 

organizations to achieve and attain.  As national consensus standards, they help to ensure that 

personnel receive a minimum level of training and education for the particular professional 

positions they hold. These standards, often times, form the baseline of training programs and 

operational response models for ARFF at US and international airports.  

Along with NFPA and FAA standards/regulations that were reviewed as part of this 

study, the Occupational Safety and Hazard Administration’s (OSHA) regulation on hazardous 

materials are relevant for this project.  OSHA regulation 1910.120 addresses hazardous waste 

operations and emergency response for facilities and events involving any type of substance 

considered to be a hazardous material.  As it relates to this project, many incidents involving the 

management of aircraft or airport related event will likely include a hazardous material.  The 

OSHA 1910.120 regulation requires all responders to hazardous material incidents to complete 

and possess specific knowledge, skills and abilities for their task level and includes awareness, 

operations, technician, specialist and incident commander levels.  This is important not only 

because of the potential and likelihood for a hazardous material substance of some kind on the 

scene of an ARFF incident, but also shows a parallel with a similar industry on the breakdown of 

required knowledge, skills and abilities that are needed to conclude an incident successfully. 
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The International Fire Service Training Association’s (IFSTA) 6th edition ARFF Manual 

is one of two training textbooks currently available in the ARFF industry. The book is used 

worldwide for the training of ARFF personnel and provides baseline information for initial and 

recurrent training; through the six editions, it has been a mainstay in ARFF training.  The IFSTA 

manual is also used for a majority of certification testing for ARFF personnel during Pro Board 

or IFSAC opportunities.   

Another textbook available to the ARFF first responder is Aircraft Accidents: A Practical 

Guide for First Responders by Jim Anderson, Jeff Hawkins, and Robert Gill (2008).  This book 

provides another avenue of information and material for airport based first responders, as well as 

off-airport personnel.  An important aspect is that similar to IFSTA, it provides a very simple 

overview of ARFF incidents through specific topics of incident management, tactics and 

strategy, helicopter operations and mass casualty.  While it is not widely used, it contains a wide 

variety of information for personnel responding, or could respond to, aviation related incidents. 

Christen and Maniscalco’s textbook titled Mass Casualty and High Impact Incidents: An 

Operations Guide provides a base of knowledge for first responders who may be called upon to 

integrate and manage an incident involving a high number of victims.  Using the model of the 

NIMS/ICS, the book goes into great detail the specific positions that will be required to manage 

the emergency medical services side of an event.  The goal of learning the specific functions and 

associated duties allows responders to integrate seamlessly at any point in the incident with the 

emphasis on successfully concluding the incident. IFSTA’s Principles of Foam Firefighting, 2nd 

Edition provides a smaller and more task specific knowledge base to airport emergency 

responders. This manual provides an excellent base for uses of various extinguishing agents for 

ARFF related incidents, including information specific to aircraft and aircraft 

systems/construction.  A post-crash fire of an aircraft often times requires very specific 
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extinguishing agents (foam and dry chemical agents) in order for the fire to be extinguished and 

for rescue-related functions to be initiated.  This manual provides an excellent awareness level 

basis with respect to appropriate extinguishing agents for off-airport responders who may be 

called upon to respond to aviation related incident.  The basis of knowledge could also allow 

command level officers the ability to integrate as a division or group level officer in an incident 

command structure on an aviation related incident. 

IFSTA’s Fire Department Company Officer (5th edition) and Chief Officer (5th edition) 

both provide examples to coincide with JPR’s from NFPA 1021 on the importance in knowing 

and demonstrating community-related services, strategies and tactics, and incident command 

system for incident management related functions.  These skills, along with the knowledge of 

ARFF-related JPR’s, can assist both airport and non-airport based personnel into the integration 

of the command structure.  IFSTA Chief Officer also provides a robust section on comprehensive 

disaster planning and conducting a post-incident analysis.  These two manuals, similar to the 

IFSTA ARFF Manual, are used throughout the world for the training of aspiring and incumbent 

fire officers in the JPR’s of NFPA 1021 and its four levels of progression. 

While no specific aircraft or airport-related incidents are considered in Strategic and 

Tactical Considerations on the Fire Ground (3rd edition) (2012), by James P. Smith provides a 

streamlined method of incident management. Information within the book provides methods on 

conducting a proper size up and systematic incident management could very easily be used for 

the successful conclusion of an aircraft or airport incident.  This particular text is used by many 

fire training organizations and institutions of higher education for the instruction on tactics and 

strategy for both company and command level operations.  Chief Smith’s book is also endorsed 

by the National Fire Academies Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) group 

for use in an approved Strategies and Tactics Courses under the FESHE model curriculum 
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framework.  One final textbook reviewed for similarities in incident management is the 4th 

edition of Hazardous Materials- Managing the Incident by Gregory Noll and Michael Hillebrand 

(2014). An added element to ARFF-related emergency response is the likelihood that hazardous 

materials are often a component of that particular incident. This reference provides 

comprehensive techniques, tactics, and strategies for the mitigation, incident management, and 

termination of the incident using an 8 step process under the OSHA 1910.120 HAZWOPER 

Standard for Hazardous Materials Incident Command. 

 ACRP Project “10-13: A Guidebook for Integrating NIMS for Personnel and Resources 

at Airports” (2013) provides structure and guidance for integrating and using NIMS for scalable 

airport-related incidents.   

The National Fire Academy Executive Fire Officer Program research paper written by 

Duane Kann (Kann, 2009) provides additional details specific to NIMS at airports. The first 

project determined which airport departments required what levels of NIMS training, so the 

entire airport could help manage an emergency incident. While this was not ARFF specific, it 

determined there were over 20 departments that required some level of NIMS training for the 

airport to develop a self-sustained level III Incident Management Team. The second research 

project addressed how to develop an exercise that met the FAA requirements, while also 

following the NIMS training and exercising system. This research was followed by a final 

project detailing how to conduct and evaluate an exercise following both the FAA, and NIMS, 

protocols.  

The US Air Force and airport fire services outside of the US have robust operational and 

training guidelines/mandates for airport management.  These manuals are important to this task 

group’s research for comparative purposes. The documents that were reviewed for this task 

group’s research were Air Force Manual 10-2504: Air Force Incident Management Guidance for 
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Major Accidents and Natural Disasters and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

(2008) Annex 14- Chapter 9: Aerodrome Operational Services, Equipment, and Installations.  

Air Force Manual 10-2504 (2014) addresses preparedness and emergency response actions for 

Air Force related accidents.  It is relevant to this research because it provides an example of how 

airport-based fire and rescue departments should be working with both airport resources (non-

fire and rescue department) and off-airport resources to plan for an emergency and the 

integration of personnel when an actual incident takes place. In particular, the manual references 

conducting training sessions on a regular basis with personnel who may be directly involved in 

an incident, or indirectly as a bystander or victims, on how to react appropriately to an 

emergency incident.  This manual works to illustrate an entire emergency management model of 

addressing both prevention and preparedness sides of the incident management cycle.  Very 

similar to 14 CFR Part 139 requirements in the US, ICAO Annex 14, Chapter 9 requires the 

mandate for international airport affiliates to establish an emergency operations plan and the 

regular full-scale exercising of that plan at least every two years with both airport and off-airport 

entities.  

In comparison, the US military, through the Department of Air Force and Navy/Marine 

Corps, have well defined career progression and professional ARFF development plans.  The US 

Air Force Career Field Education and Training Plan and the US Department of the Navy/US 

Marine Corps Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting/MOS 7051 Training and Readiness Unit 

Requirements provide a clear career progression with emphasis on relevant job development 

skills for the betterment of individual personal and professional development and the 

departments they are serving, as complete units. These progression and development plans help 

to educate not only entry level firefighters, but contribute to providing a smooth progression path 
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and ensure a level of standardization in every rank/level within the two departments.  These 

standardized programs could reasonably be applied to the civilian side of the ARFF industry.   

Internationally, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) works as an arm of 

the United Nations to establish aviation related requirements for airports across the globe.  These 

standards include requirements for aviation based fire and rescue departments to help set the 

baseline for the initial and recurrent training of their personnel (International Civil Aviation 

Organization, 2008).  Along the requirements of ICAO, the Civil Aviation Authority of the 

United Kingdom and the European Aviation Safety Administration (EASA) have established 

enhanced standards for the training and education of ARFF firefighters and officers.  In the 

United Kingdom, the Civil Aviation Administration (CAA) has established the Framework for 

the Competence of Rescue and Firefighting Service (RFFS) personnel (Civil Aviation Authority, 

2008).   This document is an important piece to this research project because it demonstrates a 

level of demonstrated job performance for ARFF personnel.  Along with this document, the 

EASA Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) to Authority, 

Organisation and Operations Requirements for Aerodromes addresses requirements for the 

training and makes specific references to training personnel in operations of human performance, 

team coordination and mandates regular proficiency checks of the personnel (European Aviation 

Safety Agency, 2014).   

The International Association of Fire Chief’s Officer Development Handbook, 2nd edition 

(2010) is the seminal work used by the American Fire Service for officer training.  It provides 

the National Professional Development Model, a consensus program developed over time, which 

outlines the crucial skills, training, and tasks officer candidates will use as a guide for career 

development. This historical perspective is critically important because it illustrates how the fire 
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service has struggled to develop a standardized professional development model for structural 

firefighting, with consistent training across departments. 

In 1966, the first Wingspread Conference was held in Racine, Wisconsin and sponsored 

by the Johnson Foundation.  This conference and subsequent conferences that have been held 

every ten years, have been instrumental at gauging the pulse of the United States Fire and EMS 

service by assessing its previous periods, its current state and creating a roadmap of where it 

intends to go in its next decade.  The Wingspread Conferences have been instrumental 

developing positive change agents in the national fire service with its notable accomplishments 

being the establishment of the United States Fire Service and the National Fire Academy.  In 

2016, the Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations met to create fourteen new action 

items with the specific intent on fostering improvement for the nation’s firefighters and officers.   

Based on the literature, direct and indirect mechanisms already exist to provide enhanced 

training and education opportunities for command officers prior to a scene of an ARFF related 

incident.  With the standards and regulations that are currently available, and an adequate amount 

of suitable JPR’s, command officers that are placed in positions to control whole or partial 

portions of an ARFF incident can be better prepared to for those responsibilities and ultimately 

provide a successful conclusion of the incident.  

Research 

           Since no formal requirements exist respective to command and control training of ARFF 

and mutual aid firefighting officers who may be placed in command and control positions at a 

scene of an aircraft accident, a descriptive survey was created and distributed to the ARFFWG 

membership in order to gain information regarding this topic related specifically to airport fire 

and emergency departments. The ARFFWG membership at the time of the survey in 2015 

consisted of 1,084 individuals that represent 274 domestic and international airports. Individuals 
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were asked to submit only one response per airport. The survey, comprised of nine questions, 

yielded a total of 60 responses, which was a 21% response from the airports surveyed.  Three of 

the questions were free comment in nature, five questions were yes/no and one was respondent 

specific information: airport code, airport index, minimum staffing, and personnel totals.   Of the 

airports participating, 96.72% submitted their location and represented 55 from the United 

States, 4 from the Canadian provinces, and 1from the United Kingdom. The indexes of the 

airports, of which there was a 98.35% response rate, varied with nine Index E, 10 Index D, 17 

Index C, 11 Index B, 13 Index A, 5 different airport categories from the foreign respondents, and 

two not applicable/unknown.    The information discussed below concentrates on the data 

collected from the survey results and examines it question by question.  

In order to establish general information, the first question of the survey asked the airport 

if it was required for command level personnel to complete NFPA 1003, which deals with airport 

firefighter professional qualifications, via IFSAC, Pro Board or other certifying agencies.  

Thirty-two of the respondents, or 52.46%, indicated that this was not a requirement and 29, or 

47.54%, stated that it was required.   
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Figure 2: Additional training requirements for ARFF command level.  This graph denotes the 
percentage of respondents whose department required additional ARFF certification, training or 
other mandatory requirements in order to hold a command level position. 

Within the open comments section of this question, various factors were indicated as to 

why this was not mandatory: expense on budget, not an FAA requirement, union bargaining 

required, and no state certifying entities.  Examining in more detail, it was asked if the 

department had any additional command level training aside from NFPA 1003 or the FAA 

required twelve-category mandatory training.  Of the respondents, 55.74% said that there were 

none and 44.26% indicated that there was some type of additional training. In the open 

comments area, eight specifically indicated that at least successful completion of the Fire Officer 

I course was needed and six also stated that Fire Officer II also be finished.  Additionally, twelve 

indicated National Incident Management System’s (NIMS) Incident Command System (ICS) 

classes were compulsory for these individuals.  Three respondents stated that personnel received 

this instruction locally or at a state level.  DFW stated their command level personnel completed 

an ARFF strategies and tactics course. One other American department stated they sent 

supervisors to advanced ARFF training at Dallas/Fort Worth’s Fire and Research Training 

Center for their strategies/tactics and command and control classes. Internationally, it was 

denoted that the Canadian Aviation Authority regulates and establishes national standards; 

however these standards were not addressed.  The United Kingdom answered that a national 

third party vendor handles their Incident Command System training and the officers are tested on 

their knowledge and skills bi-annually.   
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Figure 2 Additional training requirements for ARFF command level.  This graph denotes the 
percentage of respondents whose department required additional certification, training or other 
mandatory requirements in order to hold a command level position.  

When examining the requirements for an employee to be promoted to an 

officer/command and control level within departments, the answered varied from experience, 

time on the job, certifications from NFPA and NIMS ICS, the passing of examinations, and 

formal higher education.  Only three indicated that some sort of higher educational degree was 

needed.  Respective of a career ladder or succession plan in their departments, 63.93% indicated 

had a plan in place within their department while stated they did not. The ARFFWG Professional 

Designation Program falls within the realm of programs that can assist with possible 

advancement of personnel.  This program has two levels: Airport Master Firefighter (AMF) and 

Airport Fire Officer.  When asked if the participants were acquainted with these programs 

81.97% were, leaving only 18.03% unaware.  While the majority answering the survey knew the 

AMF and AFO programs existed, only 39.34% promoted them within their department.  Adding 

to this, 39.34% did not promote the program and 21.31% simply were not aware of its existence. 

It is apparent that more marketing of the program may be needed to make the program more 

relevant.   
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Figure 3 Promotion of AMF/AFO programs.  This graph denotes the percentage of respondents 
who promoted, did not promote, or did not know about the AMF/AFO programs sponsored by 
the ARFWG.  

Mutual aid training was examined when the contributors responded to the type of such 

training offered for off-airport stakeholders.  Twenty-one responded that various trainings, 

including tri-annual exercises, live fires and other drills were available to their mutual aid 

partners.  Airport and aircraft familiarization courses were also listed fourteen times as being 

offered. There were those few who did not state any familiarization was offered.  One stated that 

they did nothing with their mutual aid partners, another stated very little was done in conjunction 

with them, while another designated that they only used PowerPoint slides, but did not provide 

details as to what all those covered. The frequency of training available to these off-airport site 

entities was surveyed. Fourteen times the participants denoted that training happened annually at 

their airport, but nine stated that these occurred quarterly.  Five participants stated the timeframe 

of every two to three months, while two other contributors specifically stated every two months 

they held training and another responded expressed every three months for their training 

schedule with mutual aid responders. Only tri-annual drills, which are required by the FAA, were 

submitted three times as an answer, meaning that they do not have any other training with these 
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non-airport first responders other than once every three years.  Additionally, the following 

responses were given at least once: every six months, every other month, and every eighteen 

months.  Non-descriptive responses ranged from whenever the mutual aid responders requested 

or were willing and appeared once respectively.  Appendix seven of this applied research project 

(ARP) has the responses that were provided by survey participants.  

Discussion 

Prior to discussing solutions and recommendations to the previously listed challenges in 

in the ARFF industry, it is important to discuss how reasonable change could in fact be 

implemented. As other specialties have established within the United States Fire Service, a flow 

chart of progression for both on-airport and mutual aid responders is needed to show the 

preferred transition and eliminate any gray area or mission creep away from a desired path.  

Other specialties (namely the officer and hazardous materials tracks) have greatly benefitted 

from having a progression/flow chart for their usage.  Within a proposed flow chart for training, 

on-airport ARFF personnel would be expected to complete four levels of standardized of training 

that includes ARFF certification under the NFPA 1003 standard, an advanced ARFF course 

(Appendix 3), an ARFF Officer course (Appendix 4) for personnel who could be placed into a 

unit or command role at an event or incident and finally, an executive level course for Chief 

Officers of an ARFF department (Appendix 5).  For off airport resources, the flow chart includes 

an awareness session (see Appendix 1) on responses to the airport.  Following that, unit and 

command officers would be expected to complete an ARFF officer course for unit and command 

officers who could be placed into positions of responsibility at airport events or incidents.  The 

progression of training for both Airport and Non-Airport based responders to ARFF incidents at 

an airport would flow as follows: 
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Figure 4: The above flow chart proposes how on-airport and off-airport will progress through 
airport related training. 

An awareness level course for off-airport responders will provide a minimum level of 

knowledge that allows personnel to assist in the mitigation of an on airport incident at the task 

level (not company and command level) and provide knowledge for personnel who could 

encounter an aircraft accident that occurred off the airport and require intervention by a non-

ARFF department.  The course would include: 

o Specific characteristics and procedures for response to the airport and aircraft 

related emergencies and what do if the accident were off the airport; 

o Mass casualty incident management (MCIM) including START/SALT triage; 

o Airport Emergency Plan Familiarization & how they will be Integrated during an 

incident; 

o Basic aircraft and helicopter construction; emergency shutdown and hazard 

safety; 

o Extinguishing agent selection, usage and application & techniques; 

o Passenger evacuation and removal; 
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o Evidence preservation; 

o Initial size up/Command and control of incident operations 

Through the United States Fire Service, national consensus standards have been adopted 

as the best practice to uniformly manage multiple aspects of how it operates.  These standards 

are developed from a cross sampling of personnel from the national fire service that includes 

organizational heads, industry experts and labor groups for the betterment of the fire service as 

whole. A perfect example of the national consensus standards is the professional qualification 

standards that are laid out in the 1000 series of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 

standards.  These standards have been used to training and qualify thousands of fire personnel 

across the nation to the same standard.  One such professional qualification standard that exists is 

NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Firefighter Professional Qualification.  NFPA 1003 establishes 

a uniform professional qualification standard through the testing of its job performance 

requirements that are specific to ARFF.  As evidenced from the survey that was conducted for 

this specific project, it was interesting to learn that just over half of the ARFF departments that 

responded did not mandate the completion of NFPA 1003 for their command level officers. 

All responders to airport and aviation related incidents would uniformly benefit from 

having a minimum base level of knowledge to assist them in the execution of their duties when 

called upon.  With its course work and final certification testing, NFPA 1003 is a best practice 

that is utilized but not currently uniformly implemented in the United States ARFF Industry.  By 

implementing this across the board nationwide, it would be the first step in the standardization of 

the initial knowledge base of personnel at certificated airports.  Because hurdles do exist in 

obtaining the certification for many departments, it is highly recommended that personnel 

receive this training within their first year of employment (per AC 150-5210-17C provides for an 

accommodation that personnel can become qualified after meeting the requirements of the 
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training categories listed in the document which allows the person to work in the capacity of an 

ARFF firefighter on a certificated airport).  Any department that has incumbent personnel in 

need of the certification training should develop a plan to get personnel trained in a timely 

manner.  Additional resources for the training of personnel include the specific ARFF training 

facilities that exist throughout the country or the State Fire Training Agencies who may be able 

to provide additional resources to accomplish this endeavor.  The cost and time to train personnel 

in any certification program is a large consideration for departmental leadership.  Potential 

avenues or suggestions for a department to obtain NFPA 1003 Certifications for their personnel: 

 Send personnel to facility that provides the training; 

 Work with the state fire training authority to develop their own program or 

work to develop some or all of the program at your airport; 

 Work with a regional facility to develop a hybrid course that delivers a 

portion of the program at your airport (either in person or electronically) 

and accomplishes the job performance requirements a facility that can 

meet the specifics of NFPA 1003.  As all personnel are required to 

complete yearly burns with specified parameters, the job performance 

requirements could be satisfied in this fashion; 

 Work with a certifying agency to bring in an instructor that can deliver the 

course at the airport. 

 Send personnel for train the trainer certification to come back and train 

additional personnel and set up a comprehensive training program. 

Because established training programs are sparse beyond NFPA 1003, a structured 

program to provide an advanced level of standardized ARFF training is needed for airport 

personnel, similar to other disciplines within the fire and rescue service (hazmat, technical 
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rescue, emergency medical services).  An Advanced ARFF training course would bring another 

standardized in-depth curriculum that goes beyond the job performance requirements taught in 

NFPA 1003. In a template that will be made available to ARFF departments, the curriculum 

includes both classroom and hands-on sessions that can made a part of the initial and subsequent 

recurrent training sessions.  Currently, a few Advanced ARFF courses are available in the 

country and with a framework provided by the ARFF Working Group, other departments and 

training facilities may collaborate to implement their own Advanced ARFF Training program for 

the benefit of their personnel.   

o The recommended advanced skill sets would include: 

 Current events and hot topics in ARFF; 

 Aircraft Construction & Familiarization; 

 Aircraft Engine Emergencies; 

 Aircraft Landing Gear Emergencies; 

 Aircraft fuels and hazards; 

 Emergency Passenger Evacuation Assistance; 

 Extinguishing Agents; 

 Evidence Preservation; 

 EMS considerations; 

 Passenger & Cargo Aircraft Fire & Emergencies; 

o As it was with the NFPA 1003 recommendation, the cost and time to train 

personnel in any certification program is a consideration for departmental 

leadership.  Potential avenues or suggestions for a department to implement 

and/or obtain Advanced ARFF Training for their personnel include: 

 Send personnel to a facility that provides the training; 
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 Using the available materials, work to develop your own program or work 

to develop some or all of the program at your airport; 

 Work with a regional facility to develop a hybrid course that delivers a 

portion of the program at your airport (either in person or electronically).  

As all personnel are required to complete yearly burns with specified 

parameters, the hands on training in these subjects could be satisfied in 

this fashion; 

 Work with other departments that offer this training to bring in an 

instructor that can deliver the course at the airport. 

Due to the uniqueness and potential complexity of an airport or aircraft related incident or 

accident, on- airport and off-airport responders must be prepared to handle any emergency in a 

safe and efficient manner.  Many ARFF Departments rely on the NFPA 1021 Fire Officer Series 

and/or structural based command and control courses as way to provide this critical training.   

Unlike other specialties within the fire and rescue service, (most notably the hazardous materials 

spectrum), the ARFF industry needs to develop its own specific ARFF Officer Course.  This 

course will provide airport based fire officers a baseline level knowledge to aid in the 

management and mitigation of airport and aircraft related emergencies.  As with the three other 

recommendations, a template course will be made available to ARFF departments consisting of a 

curriculum that includes both classroom and hands-on sessions that can made a part of the initial 

and subsequent recurrent training sessions for airport based fire officers.  Currently, a few 

command and control courses are available in the country and with a framework provided by the 

ARFF Working Group, other departments and training facilities may collaborate to implement 

their own ARFF Officer Training program for the benefit of their personnel.  

o The ARFF Officer skill sets would include: 
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 Current events and hot topics in ARFF; 

 FAA, military and NFPA Requirements; 

 Preplanning of the Airport and Aircraft Incidents; 

 Mass Casualty Incident Management; 

 Media Interaction & PIO;  

 Incident Safety & Rehabilitation; 

 Preservation of Evidence; 

 Tactics & Strategy and Incident Management of Airport Emergencies 

including specific home airport target hazards (water rescue, mobile 

conveyance, fuel storage, military, active shooter, structural). 

o As it was with the NFPA 1003 recommendation, the cost and time to train 

personnel in any certification program is also a consideration for departmental 

leadership.  As with the other recommended programs, departments would be 

provided the flexibility to find avenues to send personnel to training facilities that 

meet this recommendation or develop their own program in-house through the 

template that will be provided by the ARFF Working Group.   

As personnel advance in their careers, additional skill sets are required to enhance their 

ability to better do their jobs.  While it could be argued that the skill sets are the same as running 

a municipal fire department, the leadership and management of an ARFF department should not 

be considered the same.  The ARFF industry strives to claim that the management of an airport is 

not necessarily the same as a municipal operation, but has done nothing to create an educational 

platform to address these deficiencies.  The ARFF industry should strive to teach its leadership 

structures airport specific principals in the form of an ARFF Executive Fire Officer course.   

o The ARFF Executive Fire Officer skill sets include: 
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• Executive Leadership 

• Building the Business Case 

• Strategic Public Safety Planning & Building the Business Case 

• Risk Assessment/Risk Management 

• Airport Emergencies 

• Airport Emergency Plan (AEP)  

• Public Information Officer Functions (PIO) 

• Exercises and HSEEP 

• Training Program Management & Career Development 

The ARFF Working Group and the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) 

collaboratively offer a program titled the ARFF Professional Designation Program.  Within the 

ARFF Professional Designation Program are two tiers consisting of the Airport Master 

Firefighter (AMF) and Airport Fire Officer designations.  Each tier of the program contains 

several prerequisites and multiple completions that test the knowledge base of airport firefighters 

and officers.  Once the candidate has successfully completed the requirements of each level, the 

candidate receives their designation.  This program should be identified by airport based 

departments as way to provide for additional knowledge that many professional designation 

programs provide to employees as part of a professional development program.  Professional 

designations also help to solidify the ARFF industry as a profession instead of a career.   

Other branches with the fire and rescue service in the United States have identified the 

need to create a profession instead of a career.  With this ideology, the advent of higher 

education programs in Fire, EMS and Emergency Management are currently available to the 

profession as a way to acquire new knowledge and skills.  Within the ARFF Industry, two 

programs are currently available that provide specific emphasis on the command & control and 
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emergency management of airport based incidents and accidents.  The Utah Valley University 

provides for a certificate of completion and Associate’s Degree options in Aviation Fire Officer1 

while Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University provides for a Bachelor’s Degree in Emergency 

Services with a specialization in Aviation Emergency Management.  These programs are 

available online and ARFF departments need to strongly consider advocating for the programs 

within their own departments and more importantly implementing them as part of professional 

development program.  ARFF departments need to advocate to the colleges the importance of 

offering these programs through the active implementation of having personnel enrolled in them.  

These two programs are the first of their kind and are approved under the United States Fire 

Administration’s (USFA) Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) model 

course curriculum.  FESHE provides a framework for educational institutions to deliver model 

and uniform training curriculums that have been approved for delivery by the National Fire 

Academy.  Because of the political capital that has been spent to get ARFF recognized at the 

national level, it is even more important to ensure that these colleges programs are successful 

with the ultimate goal of more programs delivering ARFF specific education at the collegiate 

level. 

In addition, there is a need to amend FAA Advisory circular 150/5210-17C (2015) to 

include a separate category requiring command and control training for any fire officer based at 

an airport fire department.  This requirement would not only be based for officers that fill a 

command or general staff functions within the Incident Command System but also any officer 

who could potentially fill a group or division supervisor or branch manager in task specific 

ARFF incident mitigation techniques and not rely solely on the NIMS curricula.  Additionally, 

airport based fire department personnel shall work to train any surrounding mutual aid 

1 The Utah Valley University program is current dormant due to a lack of participation by students seeking this 
program but could be restarted if sufficient interest is shown by the industry. 
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responders on characteristics that are present at that particular airport and aircraft related 

strategies and tactics.  Specific to strategies and tactics, the command officer integrating into a 

command or operational function (division or group supervisor, branch manager) should be 

trained on the following core techniques:  

o Airport Emergency Plan development and Integration 

o Aircraft and helicopter basic construction, system shutdown and hazard safety  

o Extinguishing agent usage application and techniques 

o Passenger evacuation and removal  

o Incident management of aircraft specific emergencies including landing gear and 

wheel emergencies, engine emergencies, interior cabin emergencies, cargo hold 

events, low and high impact crashes 

o Mass casualty incident management (MICM) 

o Home airport specific target hazards and challenges (water rescue, mobile 

conveyance, fuel storage, military, active shooter structural) 

o Emergency Operations Center activities 

The NFPA 1021 Fire Officer Series is an extremely beneficial program for the training 

and education of fire officers and fire officer candidates.  This series does not specifically 

address command and control elements for any fire and rescue discipline, yet organizations and 

departments regularly use it as the baseline officer training program without regard to the actual 

elements in the standard.  With this, an airport and aircraft specific incident management 

program is needed to better enhance the skill sets of command officers.  The United States Fire 

Administration (USFA) through the National Fire Academy (NFA) and its Command and 

Control series does not widely address airport or aircraft related emergencies within any of its 

command courses but potentially could with some collaboration from the ARFF subject matter 
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experts (SME’s) that the ARFF Working Group is ready to provide along with other 

transportation sector SME’s.  While the airport and aircraft incident management piece is small, 

transportation is not small and regular occurrences of transportation related incidents are almost 

a daily occurrence and dominate the news cycle.  In addition, airport systems encompass many 

mode of transportation options that ARFF related departments are involved with, not limited to 

only aircraft-specific incidents.  The NFA has a multitude of command & control resources and 

collectively with the SME’s, a program can be developed that could be delivered through the 

various mediums that the NFA has available to it; this includes its state and regional partners or 

an outreach program to the airports across the country.  Furthermore, the Wingspread VI report 

includes multiple action items that can be useful in encouraging this relationship including item 

#1 (improving relationships with all stakeholders and other related agencies), #2 (expect, 

embrace and adapt to change by continuing to define and adopt current and administrative best 

practices) and #6 (encourage the development and use of realistic training simulations) (The 

Johnson Foundation at Wingspread, 2016).  In this regard, it is important to have the collective 

power of the USFA and the NFA working with the ARFF industry to enhance the training and 

development of ARFF personnel. 

The International Association of Fire Chief’s (IAFC) has worked to provide a guide to 

streamline the fire officer development for the nation’s officers. This guide has been widely 

implemented by several organizations as the model for professional development starting at the 

junior fire officer level up through the executive fire officer level.  In an effort to establish and 

streamline the various levels of ARFF Training and provide for a model progression, the ARFF 

Working Group will conduct further research on the development and implementation of such a 

manual for the United States ARFF industry.   
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Recommendations 

 Summary of Recommendations: 

• Recommendation #1: Establish an ARFF Awareness course for off-airport (mutual-

aid) personnel; 

• Recommendation #2: Establish NFPA 1003 as the initial, minimum baseline training 

standard for all airport based personnel; 

• Recommendation #3: Establish an Advanced ARFF Training Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #4: Establish an ARFF Officer Training Course Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #5: Establish an Executive ARFF Officer Training Course 

Curriculum; 

• Recommendation #6: Encourage ARFF personnel at the nation’s airports to 

complete the ARFF Professional Designation Program; 

• Recommendation #7: Inclusion of Command & Control Training in the FAA AC 

150/5210-17C Programs for Training of Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Personnel; 

• Recommendation #8: Creation of a standalone National Fire Academy (NFA) 

Command & Control Class for Transportation Incidents; 

• Recommendation #9: Professional Development Model and Manual; 

 The recommendations outlined in this applied research project come in the form of two 

sets—one as curricula that can be used to enhance the professional development environment of 

ARFF professionals and the second, associated recommended regulatory adjustments that help to 

encourage the implementation of these proposed best practices into the training frameworks of 

ARFF organizations.   
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Recommendation #1: Establish an ARFF Awareness course for off-airport (mutual-aid) 

personnel: The ARFF Working Group will provide an outline and generic PowerPoint 

presentations encompassing awareness level ARFF knowledge for off-airport resources that 

could be used as is or adopted (preferred) by Airport Fire and Rescue Departments to create their 

own outreach training programs.  The materials will be available for members to download from 

the ARFF Working Group website with the expectation that the individual ARFF departments 

will use these templates to create their own airport and agency specific training programs for 

their usage in meeting this recommendation. 

**See Appendix 1 for an outline of the program. 

Recommendation #2: Establish NFPA 1003 as the initial, minimum baseline training standard 

for all airport based personnel:  A model ARFF NFPA 1003 Curriculum Package is available to 

departments through utilization of the IFSTA Aircraft Rescue Firefighting training curriculum at: 

https://moodle.ifsta.org/. 

**See Appendix 2 for an outline of the program. 

Recommendation #3: Establish an Advanced ARFF Training Curriculum:  A model Advanced 

ARFF Curriculum Package will be available for members through the ARFF Working Group 

Website.    

**See Appendix 3 for the outline of the program. 

Recommendation #4: Establish an ARFF Officer Training Course Curriculum:  A model ARFF 

Officer Curriculum Package will be available for members through the ARFF Working Group 

Website.    

**See Appendix 4 for the outline of the program. 

https://moodle.ifsta.org/
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Recommendation #5: Establish an Executive ARFF Officer Training Course Curriculum:  A 

model Executive ARFF Officer Curriculum Package will be developed and available for 

members through the ARFF Working Group Website.    

**See Appendix 5 for the outline of the program. 

Recommendation #6: Encourage ARFF personnel at the nation’s airports to complete the ARFF 

Professional Designation Program:  Currently, the ARFF industry in the United States has the 

ARFF Professional Designation program to aid in the recognition of the accomplishments of its 

members.  The ARFF Professional Designation program demonstrates a commitment to the 

profession by completing the Aviation Master Firefighter (AMF) and Aviation Fire Officer 

(AFO) tiers.  More information on the ARFF Professional Designation Program can be found at: 

http://www.aaae.org/AAAEMBR/PD/AC/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs/AAAEMe

mberResponsive/PD/AC/ARFF_Programs/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs.aspx?hke

y=081d5c86-fbe3-4c95-be23-105cf99cab6f 

Recommendation #7: Inclusion of Command & Control Training in the FAA AC 150/5210-17C 

Programs for Training of Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Personnel:  In order for command 

and control training to be implemented and actually conducted for ARFF departments, it is 

recommended that FAA AC 150/5210-17 be amended to include language on the completion of 

NIMS related training but also task specific command and control training related to aircraft and 

airport related incidents.   

Recommendation #8: Creation of a standalone National Fire Academy (NFA) Command & 

Control Class for Transportation Incidents:  While ARFF is only one piece of the Nation’s 

transportation system; it is an important cog within it.  Transportation incidents have the ability 

to become complex and impactful to the jurisdictions that affect them.  The ARFF Working 

Group would like to volunteer to work with the United States Fire Administration and the 

http://www.aaae.org/AAAEMBR/PD/AC/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs/AAAEMemberResponsive/PD/AC/ARFF_Programs/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs.aspx?hkey=081d5c86-fbe3-4c95-be23-105cf99cab6f
http://www.aaae.org/AAAEMBR/PD/AC/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs/AAAEMemberResponsive/PD/AC/ARFF_Programs/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs.aspx?hkey=081d5c86-fbe3-4c95-be23-105cf99cab6f
http://www.aaae.org/AAAEMBR/PD/AC/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs/AAAEMemberResponsive/PD/AC/ARFF_Programs/ARFF_Professional_Designation_Programs.aspx?hkey=081d5c86-fbe3-4c95-be23-105cf99cab6f
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National Fire Academy to create a transportation specific command and control class that would 

cross the entire spectrum of transportation related incidents.  This class would be featured along 

with its other command and control series of classes at both the National Fire Academy in 

Emmitsburg, MD and also as a handoff course, giving the ability for officers to hone their 

incident command skills in a simulated environment. 

Recommendation #9: Professional Development Model and Manual:  One final aspect that is 

lacking is a professional development model and manual to aid ARFF departments in the 

building of their own plans.  The ARFF Working Group has worked to develop a framework 

manual that ARFF departments can use to build their own programs and tie in several of the 

recommended aspects previously discussed.  Appendix 6 of this ARP shows relevant excerpts to 

this project from and includes the professional development ladder and the specific training and 

education crosswalk for the five levels.  The draft of this document is under final review, with an 

anticipated validation and in-service date of June, 2018.  The goal of this manual is to give 

ARFF departments the ability to create specific professional development programs in a scalable 

format based upon their department size, rank structures, and/or airport indexes. 
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Appendix 1: ARFF Awareness Level Training 

 

ARFF Working Group  
ARFF Awareness Course 

Course Syllabus & Outline 
 

 
Title: ARFF Awareness- Response to Airport and Aircraft Related 

Emergencies for Structural Fire Departments 
 

Class Hours 
(Recommended): 

Determined by AHJ (8 Hours Minimum) 

Applicable Standards: 
 

• 14 CFR Part 139.319 
• AC 150/5210-17C(2015): Programs for Training of Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting Personnel, Section 1.8 and 1.9 
• AC 150/5200-12C - First Responders’ Responsibility for 

Protecting Evidence at the Scene of an Aircraft 
Accident/Incident 

• NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 
Qualifications 

• NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Operations , Chapter 4 

• NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Services at Airports, Chapter 4 

Course Description: Airport and aviation accidents/incidents have the potential to be 
highly complex incidents.  On airport and off-airport based assets 
responding to these types of incidents must be cohesive to ensure 
a successful outcome of the incident. This course will provide 
participants with an overview of responses to the airport and 
incident specific strategies and tactics that can aid the student in 
the event they need to integrate into an airport based operation or 
initiate operations at an aviation related incident off the airport.  
This course will also feature a brief introduction on airport and 
aircraft operations and will include safe operations around aircraft 
as well as live fire evolutions on day one.   

Course Objectives: • To provide an awareness level of knowledge for off airport 
resources that could respond to emergencies at an airport or 
an aircraft crash off airport property.   

Course Topics: • Specific characteristics and procedures for response to the 
airport and aircraft related emergencies and what do if the 
accident were off the airport; 

• Mass casualty incident management (MCIM) including 
START/SALT triage; 

• Airport Emergency Plan Familiarization & Integration; 
• Basic aircraft and helicopter construction and components; 
• Aircraft and helicopter system shutdown and hazard safety;  
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• Extinguishing agent selection, usage and application & 
techniques; 

• Passenger evacuation and removal; 
• Evidence preservation; 
• Initial size up/Command and control of incident operations 

Prerequisites: Determined by the AHJ 
Class Size: Determined by the AHJ 

 
Module Module Elements 
Module 1: Introduction Introduction 

• What is ARFF? 
• History of ARFF 
• ARFF & Interaction with Federal, State and Local 

Agencies 
• ARFF related regulations 

o JPR’s 
o FAA AC’s 
o NFPA 
o ICAO 

• Accidents & Incidents 
• Types of Aircraft 

o Index determination 
o Large Frame Aircraft 
o Narrow Frame Aircraft 
o Commuter Aircraft 
o Cargo Aircraft 
o General Aviation Aircraft 
o Helicopter  
o Military Aircraft 
o Experimental 

• Airport 
o Types of Airport 
o Airport Classifications 
o Air traffic patterns 
o Runways, Taxiways & Airfield Roadways 

 Numbering, lettering 
 Runway Safety Area 

o Grid maps 
o Topography 
o Airport roads, landmarks & specific features 
o Ramps, fences 
o Designated isolation areas 
o Water Supply & Fuel Distribution 
o Airfield markings, signs & lights 
o Airport communications 

Module 2A:  Aircraft 
Familiarization—General Aviation 
Focused 

Aircraft Familiarization- General Aviation Focused 
• Types of Aircraft 

o Single engine 
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o Light twin engine 
o Heavy-multi engine 
o Jet aircraft 

• Aircraft terminology 
• Aircraft construction 
• Aircraft engines & hazards 
• Aircraft fuels and fuel systems 
• Aircraft access 
• Aircraft hydraulic systems 
• Aircraft landing gear 
• Jet engine hazards 
• Aircraft batteries 
• Oxygen tanks 
• Emergency Locater Transmitter (ELT) 
• Ballistic recovery systems 
• Helicopter hazards 

Module 2B: Aircraft Familiarization – 
Commercial Passenger  

Aircraft Familiarization - Commercial/Passenger Aircraft 
• Commercial aircraft terminology 
• Aircraft classifications 

o Narrow body aircraft 
o Large frame-narrow body aircraft 
o Wide body aircraft 

Module 3: ARFF Safety & 
Extinguishing Agents 

ARFF Safety & Extinguishing Agents 
• Personal protective equipment (PPE) and its uses in 

ARFF events. 
o Structural protective equipment 
o Chemical protective gear 
o Proximity gear 
o SCBA 
o Hearing protection 
o Eye protection 
o Decontamination 

• Critical Incident Stress Management 
• Aircraft Hazards 
• Extinguishing Agents 

o Water 
o Foam 

 Concentrates 
 Application of foam 

o Complementary agents 
 Dry Chemical 
 Hydrochem application 
 Clean agents 

Module 4: Evidence Preservation Evidence Preservation 
• Definition of evidence preservation 
• When evidence needs to be preserved 

o Evidence preservation is not entirely a law 
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enforcement function 
• Instances when evidence preservation is needed to 

be done 
• Department guidance on evidence preservation 
• Incident priorities & where evidence preservation 

falls 
o Detailed analysis of the wreckage by 

investigating authorities 
o Disturbing evidence 
o NTSB regulations on moving evidence 
o Documentation of incident actions 

• Destruction of evidence 
• Forcible entry 
• Scene access 
• Interaction with Law Enforcement 
• Preservation Activities 
• FAA Advisory Circular on Evidence Preservation 
• Movement of bodies 
• Photography 
• Legal & Liability 

Module 5: ARFF Strategies & Tactics 
for Structural Responders 

• Where accidents occur 
• What do outside departments expect from ARFF 

departments 
• What do ARFF departments expect from outside 

resources 
• ARFF related responses 
• ARFF incident size up 
• On scene report 
• Establishing command 

o Incident geography 
o Additional resources 
o Resource tracking 
o The big picture 
o Apparatus placement 

• Incident priorities 
• Transitional attack 
• Escape paths 
• Application of extinguishing agents 
• Evidence Preservation 
• Integration of additional arriving officers 
• Incident Size Up Practice 
• Training & Preparation 
• Additional Resources 
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Appendix 2: Basic ARFF Training 
 

ARFF Working Group  
ARFF Certification Course (NFPA 1003) 

Course Syllabus & Outline 
 

 
Title: ARFF Basic Certification (NFPA 1003 Standard) 
Class Hours 
(Recommended): 

40-48 Hours 

Applicable Standards: 
 

• 14 CFR Part 139.319 
• AC 150/5210-17C(2015): Programs for Training of Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting Personnel 
• AC 150/5200-12C - First Responders’ Responsibility for 

Protecting Evidence at the Scene of an Aircraft 
Accident/Incident 

• NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 
Qualifications 

• NFPA 405: Standard for the Recurring Proficiency of Airport 
Fire Fighters 

• NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Operations  

• NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Services at Airports 

• AC 150/5210-23 - ARFF Vehicle and High Reach Extendable 
Turret (HRET) Operation, Training and Qualifications 

• DOT/FAA/TC-13/12 Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Strategies 
and Tactical Considerations for New Large Aircraft 

  
Course Description: Basic level course for aircraft rescue firefighters. Preparation for 

performing standard aircraft rescue and firefighting procedures, 
including roles and responsibilities, basic airport configuration and 
design, aircraft types, hazardous cargo, safety precautions and use 
of materials. 

Course Objectives: 1. Demonstrate donning/doffing proximity personal 
protective clothing. (6.1.1.4);  

2. Demonstrate response to an incident or accident. (6.2.1a; 
6.2.1b; 6.2.3 (a)(b);  

3. Demonstrate ability to communicate an incident size up 
(6.2.2.(a)(b); 6.2.4(a)(b);  

4. Perform an airport standby operation according to policy 
and procedure (6.2.4 (a)(b);  

5. Demonstrate extinguishment of 250sq. ft. aircraft fuel spill 
fire. (6.3.1 (a)(b);  
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6. Demonstrate extinguishment of 786sq. ft. aircraft fuel spill 
fire. (6.3.2 (a)(b);  

7. Demonstrate extinguishment of 1,923sq. ft. aircraft fuel 
spill fire. (6.3.3 (a)(b);  

8. Demonstrate an attack on a three dimensional aircraft fuel 
fire. (6.3.4 (a)(b);  

9. Demonstrate an attack on the interior of an aircraft fire. 
(6.3.5 (a)(b);  

10. Demonstrate an attack on an aircraft engine or APU/EPU 
fire. (6.3.6 (a)(b); 

11. Demonstrate an attack on a wheel assembly fire. (6.3.7 
(a)(b);  

12. Demonstrate ventilation of an aircraft through doors or 
hatches. (6.3.8 (a)(b);  

13. Replenish extinguishing agents on an ARFF vehicle. (6.3.9 
(a)(b);  

14. Preserve the aircraft accident scene. (6.3.10 (a)(b);  
15. Demonstrate the overhaul of an accident scene. (6.3.11 

(a)(b);  
16. Demonstrate the ability to gain access on an aircraft, assist 

with evacuation. (6.4.1 (a)(b); 
Course Outline & Topics: • Qualifications for Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Personnel 

• Airport Familiarization 
• Aircraft Familiarization 
• Safety and Aircraft Hazards 
• Communications 
• Rescue 
• Extinguishing Agents 
• Apparatus 
• Fire Suppression, Ventilation, and Overhauls 
• Driver/Operator 
• Airport Emergency Planning 
• Strategic and Tactical Operations 

Prerequisites: NFPA 1001 Firefighter II Certification 
  

Class Size: Determined by the AHJ 
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Appendix 3: Advanced ARFF Course Outline 

 

ARFF Working Group  
Advanced ARFF Course  

Course Syllabus & Outline 
 

 
Title: Advanced ARFF Course 
Class Hours 
(Recommended): 

Determined by AHJ (32-40) 

Applicable Standards: 
 

• 14 CFR Part 139.319 
• AC 150/5210-17C(2015): Programs for Training of Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting Personnel 
• AC 150/5200-12C - First Responders’ Responsibility for 

Protecting Evidence at the Scene of an Aircraft 
Accident/Incident 

• NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 
Qualifications 

• NFPA 405: Standard for the Recurring Proficiency of Airport 
Fire Fighters 

• NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Operations, Chapter 4.  

• NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Services at Airports, Chapter 4. 

• AC 150/5210-23 - ARFF Vehicle and High Reach Extendable 
Turret (HRET) Operation, Training and Qualifications 

• DOT/FAA/TC-13/12 Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Strategies 
and Tactical Considerations for New Large Aircraft 
 

Course Description: This purpose of this course is to provide advanced standardized 
instruction on aircraft rescue and firefighting topics.  The course is 
intended to build upon the job performance requirements (JPR’s) 
of NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 
Qualifications.  Specific topics in this course include further in-
depth instruction on aircraft and their construction, engines, wheel 
assemblies and systems.  By providing this enhanced knowledge 
base, the student is better prepared to assist in the mitigation of a 
multitude of aircraft or airport related incidents with the overall 
intent of saving lives, stabilizing an incident and conserving 
property.   

Course Objectives: • To build on the knowledge that is provided in from the 
completion of an ARFF certification course; 

• To describe and demonstrate the basic elements of aircraft 
construction and the principals that aid in making the aircraft 
operational; 

• To discuss current events and challenges that are taking place 
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in the ARFF industry ; 
• To describe and demonstrate the various kinds of aircraft 

engines, the types of emergencies they encounter and various 
methods on how to access different sections of the engines 
during an emergency situations; 

• To describe and demonstrate the various hazards that exist 
with aircraft landing gear and methods to ensure that further 
damage is not sustained to the aircraft; 

• To describe and demonstrate the various options of access 
that personnel can utilize to make access to aircraft during 
emergency conditions; 

• To demonstrate search and rescue procedures on an aircraft in 
which passengers may not have been able to self-evacuate 
from; 

• To demonstrate victim removal techniques of crew and 
passengers that are unable to self-evacuate from the aircraft 
during and emergency event; 

• To demonstrate thermal imaging techniques as they relate to 
aircraft and an ARFF incident; 

• To demonstrate various extinguishment techniques in various 
situations which ensures that the incident is quickly brought 
under control; 

• To discuss various emergency medical service (EMS) situations 
and how they can relate to ARFF events; 

Course Outline & Topics: • Current topics in ARFF 
• Aircraft construction & systems 
• Aircraft engine & landing gear emergencies 
• Aircraft access 
• Thermal Imaging 
• Search & Rescue and Victim Removal 
• Cargo Aircraft and associated hazards 
• ARFF Operations/Application of Extinguishing Agents 
• ARFF EMS Considerations 

Prerequisites: Basic ARFF Training 
Class Size: Determined by the AHJ 

 
Module Module Elements 
Module 1: Current Topics In ARFF • What’s happening in ARFF and the Aviation Industry 
Module 2: Aircraft Characteristics, 
Construction & Systems 

• Aircraft Characteristics of Commercial Aircraft 
o Index Determination  
o Narrow Body Aircraft—Regional Jets and 

Narrow Body Jets 
o Wide Body Aircraft 

• Aircraft Construction  
o Aircraft Construction Parts 
o Basic Construction Materials 
o Glare 
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o Composites & Advanced Composites 
o Harmful Exposures/Health Affects 

• Aircraft Systems 
o Fuel 
o Electrical 
o Hydraulic 
o Oxygen 
o Anti-icing/De-icing  
o Fire extinguishing 
o Egress 
o Landing systems 

Module 3: Aircraft Engine & Landing 
Gear Emergencies 

Aircraft engine emergencies 
• Types of aircraft engines 
• Common engine problems 

o Rough engine/vibration 
o Component failure 
o Engine overheat 
o Engine Fire 
o Engine shutdown 

• Aircraft engine fire considerations 
• Auxiliary power unit (APU) emergencies 
• APU fire considerations 
Landing gear emergencies 
• Aircraft landing gear construction 
• Causes of landing gear emergencies/Hazards 

o Hydraulic problems/failures 
o Tire failure 
o Fusible plugs 
o Disintegration of the wheel assembly 
o Broken/collapsed strut 
o Other anomalies 

• Approaching the aircraft 
• Extinguishing agents for landing gear emergencies 
• Thermal Imaging use on landing gear components 

Module 4: Aircraft Access • Aircraft doors, windows & slides 
• Flight deck doors 
• Forcible Entry 
• Laddering aircraft considerations—ground and aerial 

ladders/Airstairs 
Module 5: Thermal Imaging • History of Thermal Imaging 

• What is thermal imaging 
• Benefits/limitations of thermal imaging 
• Handheld & vehicle mounted thermal imagers 
• Uses in the ARFF setting for thermal imagers 

Module 6: Aircraft Search & 
Rescue/Victim Removal 

Search & Rescue 
• Search & Rescue in the structural environment vs. ARFF 

Environment 
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• Search Factors & Challenges 
• Victim Disentanglement & removal 

 
Victim Removal 
• Optimal situation 
• Aircraft Characteristics- Interior challenges to removing 

victims from aircraft 
• Removing passengers from seats 
• Movements to the exits/openings 
• Coordinated effort & Teamwork 

Module 7: Cargo Aircraft Cargo Aircraft Familiarization 
• Types of cargo aircraft 
• Special hazards on cargo aircraft 
• Cargo compartments 
• Cargo aircraft egress doors 
• Cargo aircraft loading/unloading doors 
Aircraft Cargo Hazards 
• Regulations & definitions 
• Shipping papers  
• Cargo containers 
• Loading equipment 
Cargo Tactical Operations 
• Cargo aircraft incident case studies 
• Cargo aircraft emergency considerations 
• LIPS - Life Safety, Incident Stabilization, Property 

Conservation, Society Restoration 
• Tactics & Strategy for Cargo Aircraft Fires 

Module 8: ARFF EMS Considerations • EMS responses on the airport 
• Uniqueness of each response on the airport 
• Access and patient removal 
• Security challenges for the passengers and mutual aid 

responders 
• Infection control & disease exposure 
• CDC quarantine stations 
• Mass casualty incident management (MCIM) 
• Legal Issues 

Module 9: ARFF Operations/ 
Transitional Fire Attack 

• Definition of Transitional Attack 
• Exterior phase- Mass application of extinguishing 

agents and scene approach 
• Interior phase- advancing handlines into the aircraft & 

affecting search and rescue 
• Coordinating the attack 

Module 10: Practical Skill 
Assessments 

• Exterior handlines 
• Wheel and engine fires 
• Search & Rescue & Victim Removal 
• Aircraft forcible entry 
• Interior Fires 
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• Transitional/Coordinated Fire Attack—Mass Application 
of Extinguishing Agents 

• Thermal Imaging 
• Three dimensional fires 
• Cargo aircraft fires 
• Incident Simulations 
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Appendix 4:  ARFF Officer Course Outline 

 

ARFF Working Group  
ARFF Officer Course  

Course Syllabus & Outline 
 

 
Title: ARFF Officer Course 
Class Hours 
(Recommended): 

24 Hours 

Applicable Standards: 
 

• 14 CFR Part 139.319 
• AC 150/5210-17C(2015): Programs for Training of Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting Personnel 
• AC 150/5200-12C - First Responders’ Responsibility for 

Protecting Evidence at the Scene of an Aircraft 
Accident/Incident 

• NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 
Qualifications 

• NFPA 405: Standard for the Recurring Proficiency of Airport 
Fire Fighters 

• NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Operations  

• NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 
Services at Airports 

• NFPA 1021: Standard for Fire Officer Professional 
Qualifications 

• NFPA 1026: Standard for Incident Management Personnel 
Professional Qualifications 

• OSHA 1910.120 Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency 
Response (Hazmat IC section) (q)(6)(v) 

• AC 150/5210-23 - ARFF Vehicle and High Reach Extendable 
Turret (HRET) Operation, Training and Qualifications 

• DOT/FAA/TC-13/12 Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Strategies 
and Tactical Considerations for New Large Aircraft 

• ICAO Annex 14, Chapter 9 
 

Course Description: Aviation related incidents and accidents have the potential to be 
the most complicated and disastrous events that first responders 
may encounter during their careers.   With the potential for 
massive amounts of people and the potential for a hazardous 
material event to emerge from an aircraft accident, first 
responders to these events need to have unique skill sets to help 
in the management of an ARFF based fire department.  Even 
before an incident, personnel need to possess knowledge that can 
ensure the safe and efficient operation within the airport 
community.  The purpose of this program is to prepare 
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experienced aviation based firefighters with operational actions 
associated with and airport emergency. The program will focus on 
the Airport Emergency Plan, coordinated actions with 
governmental agencies, and incident specific actions to help bring 
an incident to a successful closure and ensuring that society is 
restored on the airport as quickly as possible.  By the end of the 
course, participants will have a much deeper understanding of 
operations in an ARFF department in both emergency and 
administrative functions.  

Course Objectives: • Describe and demonstrate the applicable regulatory standards 
that exist for ARFF departments in the United States and 
globally. 

• To discuss the elements of preplanning as it relates to the 
ARFF department and how impactful it can be when 
emergencies strike the airport or surrounding area. 

• To discuss and demonstrate the necessity of mass casualty 
incident management with respect to an aircraft accident or 
incident and the need to ensure that structure is established 
and patients are moved from the scene to a medical care 
facility. 

• To discuss the Incident Command System (ICS) and the 
National Incident Management System (NIMS) and how an 
ARFF department utilizes the tools of ICS and NIMS to 
successfully mitigate the event. 

• To describe the hazards present to personnel and the potential 
risks for crew, passengers and other airport responders. 

• To describe and demonstrate the appropriate tactics and 
strategies used when dealing with aircraft accidents and 
incidents. 

• To describe and demonstrate the requirements for preserving 
the scene of an aircraft accident or incident. 

• To discuss the role of media and the impact that it could have 
onto an aircraft accident or incident. 

• To describe and demonstrate the elements of post incident 
critiques so that incident lessons are learned and applied to 
future events.   

Course Topics: • Regulatory Requirements 
• Preplanning 
• Airport Emergencies, Incident Management and Tactics & 

Strategy 
• Mass Casualty Incident Management 
• Incident Safety & Rehabilitation 
• Preservation of Evidence 
• Incident Simulations 
• Media Interaction 
• Incident Debriefing,  Critiques & Stress 
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Prerequisites: Basic ARFF Training 
NFPA 1021 Fire Officer 1 
NIMS 100 
NIMS 200 
NIMS 300 
NIMS 700 
NIMS 800 

Class Size: Determined by the AHJ 
 

Module Module Elements 
Module 1: Introduction • Course introduction & objectives 

• Standards that govern ARFF in the United States and 
Globally 

• ARFF Officer standards and the lack of 
• Course pre-requisites 
• Course layout 
• Expectations of ARFF Officers & expectations of 

personnel as officers 
Module 2: Regulatory Requirements • Importance of regulatory requirements 

• Regulatory Requirements 
o FAA 
o NFPA 
o OSHA  
o Other Federal, State and Local Requirements 
o International Standards 
o Anything missing? 

• FAA Requirements- 14 CFR Part 139 
• FAA Requirements- FAA Advisory Circulars 
• NFPA Requirements 
• International Requirements (ICAO) 

Module 3: Preplanning • Establishing Preplans 
• FAA requirements for pre-plans 
• Airport Emergency Plan (AEP) 
• Periodic review and exercising 
• Officer responsibilities in the AEP 
• Expectations within the AEP 
• Preplanning & Successful Outcomes 
• Working with outside stakeholders 
• The AEP & It’s elements 
• Exercising of the AEP/Preplans 
• Exercise cycle & HSEEP 
• Post exercise activities and implementing change 

Module 4: Airport Emergencies, 
Incident Management and Tactics & 
Strategy 

• ARFF Departments and the Incidents They Respond To 
• Incident Management 
• National Incident Management System (NIMS) 
• ARFF Strategies & Tactics 
• Incident Size Up 
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• Size Up- Apparatus Positioning 
• Weather, Terrain and Wreckage Factors 
• Survivors 
• Hazard zones—Hot, warm & cold 
• Types of Aircraft Accidents/Incidents—Ground 

Emergencies & In-Flight Emergencies 
• Types of Crashes—Low Impact vs. High Impacts 
• Response Procedures 
• Response to Military Incidents 
• Aircraft victim incident management 

Module 5: Mass Casualty Incident 
Management 

• Module uses the Virginia Mass Casualty Incident 
Management Course for its instruction 

Module 6: Incident Safety & 
Rehabilitation 

• Incident Safety 
• Responsibility to our personnel 
• PPE & SCBA 
• Incident Management System and utilization of an 

Incident Safety Officer (ISO) 
• Accountability/resource tracking 
• Incident scene hazards 
• Continuous monitoring of the scene 
• Multiple ISO’s 
• Decontamination of personnel  
• Personnel rehabilitation 

Module 7: Preservation of Evidence • Definition of evidence preservation 
• When evidence needs to be preserved 

o Evidence preservation is not entirely a law 
enforcement function 

• Instances when evidence preservation is needed to be 
done 

• Department guidance on evidence preservation 
• Incident priorities & where evidence preservation falls 

o Detailed analysis of the wreckage by 
investigating authorities 

o Disturbing evidence 
o NTSB regulations on moving evidence 
o Documentation of incident actions 

• Destruction of evidence 
• Forcible entry 
• Scene access 
• Interaction with Law Enforcement 
• Preservation Activities 
• FAA Advisory Circular on Evidence Preservation 
• Movement of bodies 
• Photography 
• Legal and Liability 

Module 8: Incident Simulations • In a simulated environment, course participants will 
work through a series of incidents and a variety of 
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positions as it relates to their department or 
organizational set up. 

Module 9: Media Interaction • Media Relations 
• Current State of Mass Media/Social Media 
• Positive Relationship with Media 
• Educate the Media 
• Pre-determined location for media to assemble 
• Allowing the media to do their jobs 
• Public Information Officer (PIO) 
• Off the record/On the record 
• Media briefings 
• Written press releases 

Module 10: Incident Debriefing,  
Critiques & Stress 

• Post incident critiques of incidents 
• Purpose of the post incident critique 
• Types of critiques (informal, formal) 
• Time frame for critiques 
• Incident Stress—CISM & PTSD 
• Psychology of Disaster 
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Appendix 5:  ARFF Executive Officer Course 

 

ARFF Working Group  
ARFF Executive Fire Officer Course  

Course Syllabus & Outline 
 

 
Title: ARFF Executive Fire Officer Course 
Class Hours 
(Recommended): 

32-40 Hours 

Applicable Standards: 
 

• 14 CFR Part 139.319 
• AC 150/5210-17C(2015): Programs for Training of Aircraft 

Rescue and Firefighting Personnel 
• NFPA 1003: Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional 

Qualifications 
• NFPA 405: Standard for the Recurring Proficiency of Airport 

Fire Fighters 
• NFPA 402: Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 

Operations  
• NFPA 403: Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting 

Services at Airports 
• NFPA 1021: Standard for Fire Officer Professional 

Qualifications 
• NFPA 1026: Standard for Incident Management Personnel 

Professional Qualifications 
Course Description: The purpose of this class is to introduce and provide instruction on 

aviation specific management topics that can be used to enhance 
the skills sets of ARFF Executive Fire Officers.   

Course Objectives: • Describe and demonstrate the elements of executive 
leadership as it relates to the management of a fire 
department and specifically in an ARFF department; 

• Describe and demonstrate the necessary elements that are 
needed for the justification and business case building that is 
needed at the executive management level within an ARFF 
department; 

• Describe and demonstrate the need for and the necessary 
elements that exist with a strategic planning function within an 
ARFF department; 

• Describe the necessary elements of risk assessment and risk 
reduction within the Airport community; 

• Discuss the role of the ARFF Executive Fire Officer at it relates 
to the emergency management cycle of airport emergencies 
and events; 

• Discuss the role of the ARFF Executive Fire Officer in the 
planning and upkeep of the Airport Emergency Plan (AEP) as it 
relates to the airport emergency management cycle; 
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• Discuss the role of the ARFF Executive Fire Officer in the 
strategic planning of training and development for ARFF 
personnel within their department; 

• Discuss the role of the Public Information Officer (PIO) and 
how the ARFF Executive Officer works to disseminate 
information following an aviation event or incident. 

• Discuss the importance of implementing and maintaining a 
regular exercise program through the use of the Homeland 
Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) and how it 
can benefit the ARFF Executive Officer. 

Course Topics: • Executive Leadership 
• Building the Business Case 
• Strategic Public Safety Planning & Building the Business Case 
• Risk Assessment/Risk Management 
• Airport Emergencies 
• Airport Emergency Plan (AEP)  
• Public Information Officer Functions (PIO) 
• Exercises and HSEEP 
• Training Program Management & Career Development 

Prerequisites: Basic ARFF Training 
NFPA 1021 Fire Officer 2 (Fire Officer 3 preferred) 
NIMS 100 
NIMS 200 
NIMS 300 
NIMS 400 
NIMS 700 
NIMS 800 

Class Size: Determined by the AHJ 
 

Module Module Elements 
Module 1: Executive Leadership • Managing multiple roles 

• Defining roles 
• Manager or Leader? 
• Executive Leadership 
• Working Definition of Supervision 
• Stages of Supervision 
• Leadership Styles 
• Fire Attitudes for Success 
• Emotional Intelligence 
• Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
• Situational Awareness 
• Silos 
• Aligning Leadership Operational Assumptions 
• Leadership in Practice—Leading up 

Module 2: Building the Business 
Case/ Strategic Public Safety 
Planning 

• Business Approach 
• Strategic Planning  
• Areas of Focus 
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• Strategic Master Plan- Forward Looking 
• Airport Community Planning 
• Public Safety Planning 
• Elements of a Business Plan 
• Fire Department Business Planning 
• Fleet Management 
• Personnel Planning 
• Facilities & Capital Projects 

Module 3: Risk Assessment/Risk 
Management 

• Assessing community risk & capabilities 
• Current events & threats 
• Vulnerabilities & Damage assessments 
• Emergency Communications System & Mass 

Notifications 
• Stakeholders 

Module 4: Airport Emergencies,  
Emergency Management & HSEEP 

• Potential Emergency Situations 
• Training 
• Purpose- Business Continuity 
• Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
• EOC activations 
• HSEEP 
• Training & Exercises 
• Best Practices 
• After actions 

Module 5: Airport Emergency Plan • Airport Emergency Plan Framework- statutory 
requirement 

• Elements of the AEP 
• AEP Activation 
• Participation of stakeholders 
• GO Teams 

Module 6: Public Information  • Media Relations 
• Current State of Mass Media/Social Media 
• Positive Relationship with Media 
• Educate the Media 
• Pre-determined location for media to assemble 
• Allowing the media to do their jobs 
• Public Information Officer (PIO) 
• Off the record/On the record 
• Media briefings 
• Written press releases 

Module 7: Training Program 
Management 

• FAA, OSHA and NFPA Regulatory Requirements 
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Appendix 6:  ARFF Professional Development Framework Handbook Excerpts 
 

The following elements in this appendix are the relevant pieces to this project and include the 
introduction of a professional development ladder for ARFF departments to utilize in the 
development to their personnel.  Following the professional development ladder, suggested 
training paths and levels are provided with recommended training and education benchmarks 
identified for each level.  Once completed, the ARFF Professional Development Framework 
Manual will be available via the ARFF Working Group website for organizations to utilize in 
their career development and succession planning activities.    

ARFF Professional Development Ladder2 

   

ARFF Firefighter

ARFF Masterfirefighter

ARFF Company Fire Officer

ARFF Command Fire Officer

ARFF Executive Fire Officer

 
Figure 5:  A suggested career development ladder for the ARFF Industry that introduces five levels of proficiency including 

ARFF Firefighter, ARFF Master Firefighter, ARFF Company Fire Officer, ARFF Command Officer and ARFF Executive Fire 
Officer. 

 

2 It is recommended that any implementation of a career development ladder and suggested training paths be 
instituted in a generic and flexible fashion so as to allow each department the ability to implement the various levels 
that apply to them.  
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Suggested Training Paths & Levels Breakdown Table 
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Suggested Training Paths & Levels Description 
ARFF Firefighter 
Position Description Entry level airport firefighter.  During this period, the airport firefighter will complete the 

initials tasks of Basic ARFF Certification (NFPA 1003 with Pro Board or IFSAC 
endorsement) along with other departmental benchmarks that are required by the AHJ.  

Prerequisites • NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I & II 
• EMS First Responder  
• NFPA 472 Hazardous Materials Operations Level Training 
• OSHA 1910.134 Respiratory Protection Training 

Training Completions  • NFPA 10033 Aircraft Rescue Firefighting Certification Course 
• NIMS 100-200-700-800 Training  
• Emergency Medical Services Training as required by AHJ (First Responder, EMT, or 

Paramedic) if not already completed. 

Higher Education 
Recommendation 

No completed degree required for this level—participants operating in this level should 
work toward identifying a degree program and beginning the course work toward an 
Associate’s Degree in Fire Science with a preferred emphasis in Aviation Fire Science. 

  
ARFF Master Firefighter 
Position Description Experienced airport firefighter.  During this period, the ARFF Master-Firefighter 

completes advanced level training as airport firefighter.  The level of ARFF Firefighter 
assists in the career development of the department by possessing a deeper knowledge 
of ARFF related job competencies and can aid in the mentoring of new ARFF Firefighters. 
Departmental benchmarks are continued to be completed such as ARFF driver/operator 
certification and certifications that are specific to the home airport such as hazardous 
materials or technical rescue training certifications. 

Prerequisites  • NFPA 10034 Aircraft Rescue Firefighting Certification Course 
• NIMS 100-200-700-800 Training  
• Emergency Medical Services Training as required by AHJ (First Responder, EMT, 

Paramedic) 

Training Completions • NFPA 1002: ARFF Vehicle Driver/Operator Certification Course 
• Advanced Airport Firefighter Training Course 
• Completion of the AAAE/ARFF Working Group ARFF Professional Designation 

Program at the level of Airport Master Firefighter (AMF) 
• NFPA 1021: Fire Officer I Course 
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor I course 
• Airport specific specialty team course completions (Hazmat Technician, Technical 

Rescue, River Rescue) if applicable. 
Higher Education 
Recommendation 

No completed degree required for this level—participants operating in this level should 
work toward identifying a degree program and beginning the course work toward an 
Associate’s Degree in Fire Science with a preferred emphasis in Aviation Fire Science. 

3 NFPA Standards are used in this chart as they are the standard for professional qualification currently in the United 
States Fire Service.  
 
4 NFPA Standards are used in this chart as they are the standard for professional qualification currently in the United 
States Fire Service.  
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ARFF Company Officer 

Position Description 
 

Line or company level officer serving in an airport fire department.  During this period, 
the ARFF company officer completes incident command and control training specific to 
the unit officer level.  Additional training is completed to enhance the career 
development of the ARFF company officer that assists in the transition from subordinate 
to supervisor and continues to complete departmental benchmarks such as personal 
management training and company officer training.   

Prerequisites • NFPA 1002: ARFF Vehicle Driver/Operator Certification Course 
• Advanced Airport Firefighter Training Course 
• Completion of the AAAE/ARFF Working Group ARFF Professional Designation 

Program at the level of Airport Master Firefighter (AMF) 
• NFPA 1021: Fire Officer I course 
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor I course 
• Airport specific specialty team course completions (Hazmat Technician, Technical 

Rescue, River Rescue) if applicable. 
Training Completions • ARFF Officer Certification Program 

• National Fire Academy Incident Management Training respective to initial and multi-
company operations (Command and Control of Incident Operations for Unit Officers) 

• NFPA 1021 Fire Officer II  
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor II  
• NFPA 1521: Incident Safety Officer 
• NFPA 1521/OSHA 1910.120 Hazmat Incident Safety Officer 
• NIMS 300 Training 

Higher Education 
Recommendation 

Associate’s Degree in Fire Science with a preference or specialization in Aviation Fire 
Science. 

 
ARFF Command Officer 

Position Description 

 

Division or battalion command level officer serving in an airport fire department.  During 
this period, the ARFF Command officer completes advanced incident command and 
control training specific to serving as the role of incident commander on an airport 
incident.  Additional training should be completed to enhance the career development of 
the ARFF command officer that assists in the role of shift commander operations and 
completes departmental benchmarks such as organizational management training and 
command level training.   

Prerequisites • ARFF Officer Certification Program 
• National Fire Academy Incident Management Training respective to initial and multi-

company operations (Command and Control of Incident Operations for Unit Officers) 
• NFPA 1021 Fire Officer II  
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor II  
• NFPA 1521: Incident Safety Officer 
• NFPA 1521/OSHA 1910.120 Hazmat Incident Safety Officer 
• NIMS 300 Training 

Training Completions • National Fire Academy Incident Management Training respective to initial and multi-
company operations (Command & Control of Multi-Alarm Incidents). 

• NFPA 1021 Fire Officer III  
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor III  
• NFPA 1521: Health and Safety Officer 
• NIMS 400 Training 

Higher Education Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Science or Emergency Management with an 
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Recommendation emphasis/specialization toward aviation. 

  
ARFF Executive Fire Officer 
Position Description 
 

Department senior fire officer’s (Fire Chief, Deputy or Assistant Fire Chief’s) serving in an 
airport fire department.  During this period, the ARFF Chief Officer completes 
management level training in the day to day running of an airport fire department.  
Additional training should be completed in departmental management including 
budgeting, emergency management and planning, advanced incident management 
training and exercise management and evaluation.   

Prerequisites • National Fire Academy Incident Management Training respective to initial and multi-
company operations  

• NFPA 1021 Fire Officer III  
• NFPA 1041: Fire Instructor II  
• NFPA 1521: Incident Safety Officer 
• NFPA 1521: Health and Safety Officer 
• NIMS 300 & 400 Training 
• Completion of the AAAE/ARFF Working Group ARFF Professional Designation 

Program at the level of Airport Fire Officer (AFO) 
Training Completions • NFPA 1021: Fire Officer IV 

• DHS L-146 Home Land Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) 
• Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Training 
• Public Information Officer (PIO) Training 
• Incident Management Training respective to incident commander level operations 

(NFA Command and Control of Fire Department Operations at Natural and Man-
Made Disasters  ) 

• NTSB Investigation Training or equivalent 
• Other NIMS Classes as required by the NIMS Training plan 

Higher Education 
Recommendation 

Master’s Degree in a field that can aid in the management of a Fire and Rescue 
Department. 
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Appendix 7: Survey Results 
 

 

 

 

  

Yes
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Q1: Do you require your command level personnel to complete 
NFPA 1003 (Airport Professional Qualifications certification testing 

under Pro Board, IFSAC or other certifiying agency? 
61 Participants 

Yes

No

52.46% 

47.54% 

Yes

No
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Q2: Does your ARFF Department have any requirements for ARFF 
Command level training aside from NFPA 1003 or FAA mandatory 

requried twelve category training? 
61 Participants 

Yes

No

44.26% 

55.74% 
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Q3: What are your requirements for an officer/command & control 
level position(s) in your department? 

61 Respondents  
  
Course/Element Listed Frequency 
Blue Card Program 4 
College- Bachelor Degree 1 
College- Degree in general 4 
EMS/EMT Training 4 
Executive Fire Officer/ Chief Fire Officer 1 
Experience 12 
FAA Required Training 3 
Fire Officer I 13 
Fire Officer II 7 
Fire Officer I-IV in general 7 
Florida Certified Public Manager Program 1 
Formal Education 1 
Hazmat in general 5 
Hazmat Incident Command 1 
Incident Safety Officer 2 
Inspector 2 
Instructor I-III 9 
Internal Training 3 
National Incident Management System Courses 22 
NFA Command & Control or Other Courses 3 
NFPA 1001 (Firefighter Prof. Qualifications) 10 
NFPA 1002 (ARFF Driver/Operator Prof. Qualifications) 1 
NFPA 1003 (Airport Firefighter Professional Qualifications) 12 
No training listed or required 13 
Outside Advanced ARFF 2 
Pass a test 4 
Senior Member or Appointed to Position 2 
State Level Classes 2 
Unified Command & Control 2 
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Q4: Do you have a career progression ladder, development or 
succession planning program in place? 

61 Respondents 

Yes

No

63.93% 

36.07% 

50 
81.97% 

11 
18.03% 

Q5: Are you familiar with the ARFF Working Groups ARFF 
Professional Desingnation Program and the Airport 

Master Firefighter (AMF) and Airport Fire Officer (AFO) 
programs? 

61 Respondents 

Yes

No
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Q7: What mutual aid training do you offer for your off-airport 
resources/stakeholders? 
61 Respondents 

  Training Provided Frequency 
Airport Training/Familiarization 21 
Aircraft Training/Familiarization 18 
Operational Training 8 
Live Fires 6 
None 4 
Disaster Drills/Preparation 4 
Table Top Drills 4 
ARFF Equipment & Apparatus Familiarization 3 
Mass Casualty Incident Management/Triage 3 
ARFF for Structural Departments 3 
Water Supply 3 
FAA Topic 2 
Staging Operations 2 
Very little/None 2 
40 Hour ARFF Course 1 
Leave it up to them 1 
Cross- trained w/structural Personnel 1 
Web Based Training 1 
Tank Farm Training 1 
Incident Safety Officer 1 
Firefighter I and II Training 1 
Instructor I and II Training 1 
Airport Emergency Plan Review 1 
Open Invitation 1 

39.34% 

39.34% 

 
21.31% 

Q6: Do you promote the ARFF AMF and AFO 
Programs in your department? 

61 Respondants- Skipped 0 

Promoted the program

Did not promote the program

Not aware of the program
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Q8: How often is training conducted with mutual aid or off-
airport resources/stakeholders? 

61 Respondents 

  Training Provided Frequency 
Yearly 18 
Quarterly 11 
Semi-Annual (twice per year) 10 
Rarely/Occasionally 4 
As requested/As needed 3 
Weekly 2 
Monthly 2 
None 2 
Once every three years 2 
Tri-annual (three times per year) 1 
Eighteen Months 1 
Every other month 1 
Quite Often 1 
Variable 1 
Regularly 1 

 

Q9: Respondent Information: 
61 Respondents 

  Answer Choices Responses 
Departments & Airport(s) 59 (94.72%) 
Index(s) 60 (98.36%) 
Personnel in Department 61 (100%) 
Minimum Staffing 61 (100%) 
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Appendix 8: Committee Members & Contributors 
 

Name Department 
Jason Graber (Chair) Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority  
Marc Tonnacliff Federal Aviation Administration 
Thomas Bonura Pittsburgh International Airport  
Adam Brown Wayne County Airport Authority/Metro Detroit International Airport 
Dale Carnes Sacramento County Airport Fire 
Kevin Elmore Indianapolis International Airport Fire Department (Ret) 
Michael Foster Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport FRD (Ret) 
Dr. Mary Kathleen Gorman Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Elizabeth Hendel Phoenix Fire Department 
Dr. Rene Herron ARFF Working Group 
Ann Light Bowling Green State University 
William Major Buffalo-Niagara International Airport 
Allen Ward Rural Metro Fire Department 
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